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Abstract: Specificity of microwave plasmas created at atmospheric pressure is presented. Plasma is created in a quartz tube placed in a microwave 
cavity. The cavity is powered with a MW generator at the frequency of 2.45 GHz. Interesting results are obtained using a pulsed discharge with the 
frequency of few kHz. New phenomena such as filamentation are presented and described together with possible applications of such sources of reactive 
plasma particles. 

Mikrovalovna plazma pri atmosferskem tlaku: sodobni 
teoreticni pristopi in uporaba za modifikacijo povrsin 

Kjucne besede: plazma, atmosferski tlak, mikrovalovi, niti, argon, kisik 

Izvlecek: Prikazujemo specificne znacilnosti mikrovalovne plazme, ki jo vzbujamo pri atmosferskem tlaku. Plazmo ustvarimo v kvarcni cevi, ki je namesce
na v mikrovalovni resonator. Resonator vzbujamo z MW generatorjem s frekvenco 2.45 GHz. Zanimive rezultate dobimo predvsem pri uporabi pulzne 
razelektritve s frekvenco nekaj kHz. Prikazujemo nekatere nove pojave, kot je na primer pojav drobnih razelektritvenih niti. Poleg razlage tega pojave 
predstavljamo tudi moznost uporabe tovrstne plazme kot izvira reaktivnih plazemskih radikalov. 

1 Introduction 

Microwave plasmas at atmospheric pressure can be easi
ly implemented to get sources of active species for sur
face treatment. Contrary to the Dielectric Barrier Discharg
es, radiofrequency discharges /1-2/ and other microwave 
surfatrons /3-6/ which operate at low temperature, typi
cally even at lower pressures, microwave plasmas in con
tinuous mode make it possible to reach very high treat
ment temperatures /7-9/. 

In this paper, we will situate the microwave plasmas among 
other sources at atmospheric pressure and describe the 
different aspects, both theoretical and applied, of micro
wave plasmas, including the micro-microwave plasmas 
newly proposed. 

2 Design of sources 

Several possibilities have been used to design microwave 
sources operating at atmospheric pressure (see Fig. 1). 
Sources like surface wave excited plasmas /11-15/, 
waveguide-based microwave torches /8, 16-21/ and res
onant cavities /9, 22-26/ are widely used. Even split-ring 
resonator microplasma were recently proposed /27/ to 
create small-scale plasmas (the gap size can be as low as 
45 [Jm). The choice of the microwave frequency (433, 915 
or 2450 MHz among others) affects not only the size of 
the plasma, but also its mean electron density, leading to 
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steeper gradients when the frequency increases. Of 
course, this choice strongly modifies the plasma proper
ties. For example, it is possible to observe filamentation of 
a neon plasma at 2450 MHz but not at 433 MHz /28/. 

Attention has been paid recently to the linear extension of 
these sources /29/ in order to obtain a plasma "curtain" 
that could be used over large dimension in continuous flow 
process but current solutions only apply under reduced 
pressure. A simpler solution would consist in multiplying 
the number of sources. However, such an approach would 
suffer from the lack of inhomogeneity in concentration at 
the boundary between two adjacent sources. 

3 Theoretical study 

New phenonema, like filamentation and contraction, have 
been recently studied using microwaves sources. In the first 
case, a reduction of the plasma diameter is observed in sur
face wave driven plasmas. The origin of this contraction is 
yet controversial. In the second case, the filamentation proc
ess is shown to depend on different time scales. The wave 
propagation conditions are defined by the dispersion equa
tion and the boundary conditions of the problem. 

3.1 Contraction 
Contraction is defined as the compression of a plasma into 
a filament located at the discharge axis. This compression 
is due to a weaker ionization rate. According to /15/, it 










